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Introduction
Caradon Hill Area Heritage Project
The Caradon Hill Area Heritage Project is a Landscape Partnership Scheme managed
by Caradon District Council and Cornwall County Council with support from the
Heritage Lottery Fund and the South West Regional Development Agency.
The Project covers an area of approximately 60 square kilometres from Liskeard north
to Caradon Hill and Craddock Moor, including the villages of St Cleer, Minions,
Pensilva and Upton Cross.
The aim of the Project is "To conserve the Caradon Hill area’s landscape, and
dramatically improve the accessibility, presentation and marketing of its heritage as a
catalyst for community participation and sustainable local regeneration".
This aim will be achieved through a local partnership approach, with the emphasis on
community involvement and local community benefits.
The Project will focus on delivering the following 5 broad programmes:
 Mining Heritage Conservation
 Historic Environment Conservation
 Natural Environment Conservation
 Access & Interpretation
 Education & Training

Survey Rationale
The aim of this survey and report is to evaluate the condition of historical features
relating to the Liskeard and Caradon Railway, with a particular emphasis on where
suitable management could be carried out to conserve and enhance these features.
There is no right of public access to much of the land that the railway passes through
and this land is held in private ownership with a multitude of different owners. In
these circumstances the survey was commissioned with the remit that it was
undertaken from adjacent roads and other public rights of way.

Key aims of survey
To evaluate;
1. The extent of the surviving trackbed
2. The condition of the trackbed and the impact of vegetation growth
3. Associated infrastructure features such as bridges and level-crossings
4. Surviving features such as gates, signs, surfaces, rails, fences etc
5. Potential and need for management of stone-facing and vegetation growth
6. Potential for improved access and/or interpretation for local communities
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A Brief history of the Railway
The Liskeard and Caradon Railway was a mineral railway, which opened in 1844 and
closed in 1917. Its neighbour, the Liskeard and Looe Railway, opened in 1860 and is
still operating as the Looe Valley Line.
The Caradon Hill area was an important source of minerals, including copper, tin,
lead and granite which began to be exploited on an industrial scale from the 1830s
onwards. The minerals were carried by packhorse from the mines to a canal basin at
Moorswater, near Liskeard. Here, they were loaded into barges and carried down
the Liskeard and Looe Union Canal (opened 1828) to the coastal sea-port of Looe.
By 1840, the traffic was growing beyond the capacity of the packhorses and the
narrow lanes. It was impossible to extend the canal northwards because of the hilly
terrain so a railway was the obvious solution. The Liskeard and Caradon Railway was
authorised by an
Act of Parliament on27 June 1843 and the first stage, from Moorswater to South
Caradon Mine, was opened in November 1844. A branch to Cheesewring Quarry was
opened in March 1846.
The original track used T-section rail in chairs, fixed to stone blocks. It was laid to
standard gauge (4ft 8½in) although there was, at the time, no prospect of a link-up
with any other standard-gauge system.
The Act of 1843 prohibited the use of locomotives on pain of a fifty-pound fine, so
gravity and horsepower worked the line. It was graded at about 1 in 60 (17%) for
most of its length and the wagons came down by gravity and were hauled back by
horses. On the downhill journey the wagons would be loaded with the products of the
mines and quarries. On the uphill one they would carry coal to power the steam
engines, which pumped water out of the mines to prevent flooding.
So successful was the railway that the canal could not cope with the traffic and
another railway was needed. The Liskeard and Looe Railway (running parallel to the
Liskeard and Looe Union Canal and joining up with the Liskeard and Caradon
Railway at Moorswater) was authorised by an Act of 11 May 1858 and opened in
December 1860. Also in 1860 the use of steam locomotives was authorised.
A further Act of 15 May 1860 authorised various improvements and extensions.
These included a branch from Crows Nest (near South Caradon Mine) eastwards to
Tokenbury Corner and the purchase or lease of the Kilmar Railway. The Kilmar
Railway was owned by the Cheesewring Granite Company. It had been built in the
late 1850s and served quarries north of the Cheesewring at Kilmar Tor and Bearah
Tor. The purchase of the Kilmar Railway was not completed until 1876.
An Act of 12 August 1882 authorised a further extension. This ran first north from
Tokenbury Corner, then west, to link up with the former Kilmar Railway near South
Phoenix mine. It enabled trains for the Cheesewring quarries and Phoenix mines
to bypass the Gonamena section, which was very steeply graded. Ambitious plans,
authorised in 1882 and 1884, would have extended the line to Trewint and Launceston
but, apart from a couple of miles of earthworks, nothing came of these plans.
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The LCR had no official powers to carry passengers but did carry them, in open
wagons, by using a legal loophole. The passengers travelled free, but a charge was
made for the carriage of their hats, coats and parcels. The LLR, by contrast, did
obtain the necessary powers and passenger services between Moorswater and Looe
began on 11 September 1879, using fourwheel coaches.
The legal relationship between the Liskeard and Caradon and Liskeard and Looe
Railways was complicated. Although they were separate companies they co-operated
very closely and shared locomotives and rolling stock. By the mid-1880s, the LCR's
fortunes were declining because of falling mineral traffic, while those of the LLR
were rising because the growth of tourism led to an increasing number of passengers.
The LCR's plight continued to worsen and, in 1895, the LLR took over the working of
the LCR.
As early as 1877 there were plans for a link with the Cornwall Railway (amalgamated
with the Great Western Railway in 1889) but there were two problems. First, the
Cornwall Railway was 7 ft 0¼ in (2,140 mm) broad gauge. Secondly, it crossed
150 feet (46 m) above its neighbour on the Moorswater viaduct. In 1892, the GWR in
Cornwall was converted to standard gauge so one obstacle was removed. After
several abortive attempts, construction work began, in 1898, on a link between the
LLR and the GWR. This link, nearly two miles long and describing almost a complete
circle, runs from Coombe Junction (near Moorswater) on the LLR to Liskeard (GWR)
station. It was completed in 1901.
In 1909 the GWR took over the working of both the LCR and the LLR. Because of
the decline in mineral traffic the LCR's days were numbered. It closed on 1 January
1917 and, by April that year most of the rails had been lifted.
The LLR lives on. It was amalgamated with the GWR at the grouping in 1923 and
passed to British Railways on nationalisation in 1948. It is now back in private hands
and has been re-named the Looe Valley Line.
(adapted from Wikipedia and Messenger,2001)

LCR sign at Gonamena incline
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Section Reports
 Moorswater
No attempt was made to survey the Moorswater area due to the construction of the
Dobwalls bypass, which currently makes the area unsafe for survey activities.

 High Wood
The first sign of the railway line is to the north of the new road leading to Looe Mills
Farm. The entrance is clear with two modern, wooden gates, recently hung across it,
as part of the Dobwalls bypass works.
The track bed is about 20 feet wide and is relatively clear of vegetation. The track lies
within a cutting about 10 feet deep and the banks are partially stone-faced. The
stonework is constructed with slate and is in an excellent condition. The wall is
mortared and the slates are set vertically with regular columns where the slates lie
horizontally. This slightly elaborate style can be found on a number of estates within
Cornwall and was probably designed to have an impressive impact. Nowhere else
along the entire length of the railway, is this style of retaining wall found, and
building in this style may have been influenced by the Duchy of Cornwall landowner
and this part of the line’s proximity to the main Liskeard road. Some 30m north of the
entrance can be seen a pair of stone pillars either side of the line. The pillars are about
15 feet high and 6 feet wide, but their possible function could not be determined from
a distance.
The sides of the embankment above the wall are covered in Rhododendron.
Walking the footpath northwards below the line, a large number of granite setts can
be seen built into a retaining wall at Bungalow cottage. These roughly square blocks
were probably removed from the line above, sometime after the railway was closed.
The High Wood line north of Bungalow Cottage now acts as a forestry access track
and is clear of vegetation. The track is well surfaced with slate chippings, although
whether this was the original stone surfacing or has since been laid by the Duchy is
unclear. The line here is running along the side of a hill, which has been cut into, to
provide a level for the railway. The embankment above the line has no retaining wall
from here on, but in places slate and granite walling can be seen on the embankment
below the line. A single short flight of 4 steps that drops downward from the line is
constructed from granite setts, but whether it is an original feature or more recent
could not be determined.
The East Looe River runs along the valley bottom and where the river reaches a weir,
one can look up to the track and see one of the original granite milestones. These were
originally positioned every quarter mile and gave the distance in miles to Looe.
In a few places some of the original fence posts and wire still exist. The iron straining
posts have survived far better than the wooden intermediary posts.
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As the East Looe River divides, the line swings north-east gradually gaining height
and hugging the side of the valley, before it turns due east and meets the lane from
Highwood to Liskeard.
This is the first of a number of level crossings between Moorswater and Caradon Hill.
A hump in the road is clearly visible where the railway crossed it and a single granite,
gatepost on the High Wood side is an original level-crossing gatepost. The four sides
of the post are in a square dimension but the top of the post is neatly rounded off in a
distinctive style. These posts can be found at most of the other level crossings and are
distinctively different from the rough-hewn granite gateposts used for farm gates.
Work on the line had begun in 1844 but it was not until 1846 that the line was
completed through High Wood, because of disagreements with the Duchy over how
much the railway company should pay to take the line through the wood. After the
introduction of steam power in 1862, sparks from the engines caused numerous fires
in the wood. The company sought the Duchy’s agreement to regularly trim the
undergrowth alongside the line to lessen the risk of fires. (Messenger, 2001)

The entrance to High Wood from Moorswater, with mortared stone wall
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 Woodhill
Heading east from the High Wood level-crossing, the line runs along the valley-side
for a few hundred yards before meeting the lane from Woodhill to Treworgey. The
line between the level-crossing and Woodhill Bridge is clear of woody vegetation but
has some nettle and bramble growth.
Woodhill Bridge is the largest and grandest of the surviving bridges on the Liskeard
and Caradon Railway. Most of the LCR’s original road crossings were on the level
and were only replaced with bridges as funds became available or where there were
safety issues. The route of the pre-bridge, level-crossing at Woodhill can still be seen,
slightly to the south of the bridge.
The bridge was built in 1867 with a distinctive brick, skew arch; the only existing
bridge not made entirely of granite, and has long wing walls, especially on the northeastern side. The main body of the bridge is of granite and many setts have been used
in its construction. The distance from Looe is clearly marked in paint as 9 miles 6
chains.
From the bridge, the line continues on a raised embankment for a few hundred yards,
before abruptly stopping at the entrance to an open field. All traces of the line now
disappear across this field and one other, before re-emerging at Trevecca Farm. The
gateway between these two fields is probably on the route of the line.

Woodhill Bridge, north face
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 Trevecca to Tremabe
This section of the line travels across private land and could only be surveyed from a
footpath, at distance, at the Trevecca end, and from the road at the Treworgey end.
The route is clearly seen running east, to the north of Trevecca Farm, demarcated by a
avenue of trees, and it was just possible to pick out another granite milestone beside
the line. From here the line turns north again, on a raised embankment, before
disappearing from view.
Maps show the line then turning about to the west through woodland, before
conducting a relatively tight reverse turn at Old Treworgey Farm.
At Old Treworgey Farm, the line emerges onto a level-crossing. An open shed has
been built over the line within the farm, but the raised line is still clear. At the
crossing is a distinct hump in the road, a single granite gatepost, and the remains of a
small building, which according to Messenger was a Gateman’s hut. North of the
road, the line turned tightly to the east again, but remains have long-since disappeared
from this field. The line then crosses a small lane to South Hendra Farm, and the gate
to the farm hangs on an original level-crossing gatepost.
The line continues east through a small band of trees, before gradually narrowing and
disappearing entirely in the field west of Tremabe junction. The line originally
approached the junction in a deep cutting, and a bridge carried the road over the
railway. Tremabe Bridge was demolished and filled-in, when the road was widened in
1985. A monument beside the road of a few granite setts in a low arch, a plaque and a
section of rail, commemorates it’s passing.

Memorial on site of Tremabe Bridge
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 Tremabe to Tremar
East of the defunct Tremabe Bridge the line continues in a deep cutting, about 20 feet
deep, adjacent to the former bridge, and runs between two roads. There is some light
scrub growth on the line here and a few fallen trees. The line continues its climb until
by Tremabe Cottage it is back to ground level.
The line continued across the fields of Ford Farm, but the vast majority has
disappeared now. However signs of a high embankment can be seen for a few
hundred yards between Ford Farm and Horizon Farm, before the line turns back west
and is lost from all views. This stretch, above Pickshill Wood, is marked as
embankment on OS maps but cannot be seen for verification until it emerges one field
east of Shortacross. As it emerges it is in the form of a high embankment above field
level, and then abruptly halts, and can only be discerned by a line of shrubs from here
to the bridge at Shortacross, Tremar.
Tremar, or Newhouse Bridge was built in 1884 to replace a previous level-crossing,
of which there are no obvious remains. The granite construction of the bridge
incorporates many setts, and still carries a painted chain measurement to Looe, 11
miles & 27 chains. The road beneath the bridge dips noticeably and must have been
sunk below its original course when the bridge was built. The top of the bridge has
been incorporated into the gardens of the two modern houses on either side. The route
of the line to the west has been lost under a housing estate.
Of interest is a railway sign attached to a gatepost of a house on Puckator Lane. It
warns of a 40 shilling fine for anyone leaving the gate open, presumably a levelcrossing gate. The company name is Great Southern and Western Railway, which ran
the main lines in the south-west of Ireland from Dublin. This company did have some
partnerships with the GWR. The sign may have no relation to this railway at all, but
it’s existence so close to the line is intriguing.
From Tremar, the line heads north-west across two fields. In the first field it survives
as a hedgebank, and in the second as a sequence of nettle patches across an open field.
The level-crossing over Tremar Lane is the most distinct of any of the former levelcrossings that remain.
The two granite hanging posts survive on either side of the crossing and the remains
of gate fittings, and the metal top-brace and cross-wiring of a crossing gate are still
attached on the Tremar side. These remnants match the style of crossing gates that can
be seen in old photographs. (Messenger, p109)
Wooden sleepers have been used as fence posts either side of the crossing, and these
may have been removed from the railway after it was closed. A hump in the lane
where the line crossed it, is very noticeable.
To the north-east of the crossing, the route survives as a dilapidated hedge.
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 St Cleer
The railway line continues as a raised embankment along the back of Diggory’s Field
housing estate as it enters St Cleer, and continues along the north-west side of the
village cemetery. There has been some dumping of rubbish along this stretch of line,
and semi-mature trees obscure the true nature of the embankment when looking from
the cemetery.
Clearing of the rubbish and some tree felling along the cemetery boundary are
management considerations.
As the line approaches Well Lane, a former coal store is sited in a compound west of
the line. Although now converted to a garage with additional concrete garages
attached to its side, this building is the only railway building in anything other
than a ruinous state, and should be a consideration for preservation.
The granite hanging post on this side of the crossing has been cleft in two, the two
halves standing either side of the line. Across Well Lane, two further granite posts
survive either side of the entrance to the village memorial hall, upon which the
entrance gates are hanging.
A high and wide section of embankment begins in the middle of a field, to the north
of Penhale Meadow housing estate, but elsewhere in St Cleer the line cannot be
distinguished.

St Cleer coal store and goods depot
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 Penhale to Higher Tremarcoombe
This section of the line is quite broken and difficult to survey in places due to its
distance from public rights of way.
Leaving St Cleer, the line turns north across a small stream, and in the following field
can be seen as a low embankment. All signs of the line then disappear although the
probable level-crossing south of Penhale can be determined by two gateways at an
angle across the small lane.
The line then disappears into gardens, and is only distinguished by the level ground
above a hedge. Heading north-east, a farm track towards Trecarne Farm is on the
route of the railway, though no supplementary features could be seen.
Passing through Trecarne Farm, the line follows the top side of two hedges, before reappearing as a shallow cutting by Sun Cottages. This cutting is about 6 feet deep and
continues until it halts in a garden above Suncrest. A slight embankment of granite
setts that has become a rockery feature is all that remains in the garden. The next
modern house by the Higher Tremarcoombe junction which sits right over the route,
is called Whistlestop, no doubt in honour of the railway and level-crossing approach
that this house has been built upon.
The level-crossing position can be discerned by a hump in the road, but no other
features remain.
East of the road crossing, the line runs for a short stretch across Higher
Tremarcoombe common, an 5 feet high embankment just visible in dense scrub.
Removal of this scrub is a management consideration.

Line converted to farm track at Penhale Farm
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 Darite
East of Tremarcoombe Common, the line embankment has been incorporated as a
garden hedge, then can be seen as a hedge-line between houses and some allotments.
As the line approaches the Darite to Crow’s Nest lane, a large scrub-covered mound is
all that remains of Polwrath Bridge. East of the road is the site of Polwrath goods
depot where stood the first siding above Moorswater, and the point at which the line
split into two, one for West Caradon mine and Minions, and the other for the South
Caradon mines
“The two lines ran parallel below Railway Terrace, that for the Cheesewring climbing
steeply, and both turned north into the Seaton gully between the once great West and
South Caradon mines.” (Messenger, 2001)
Neither of these lines can be surveyed, until they emerge across a public footpath on
the eastern boundary of the village. Both lines emerge from gardens, cross the path,
then disappear into two further gardens.

Cheesewring line at east end of Darite
 Cheesewring Line
The Cheesewring line was surveyed as far as Ponton’s Piece.
The line reappears from a Darite garden as a clear level track running across the
western slope of the Seaton valley. Gorse scrub has been cleared in this first section
and many of the granite setts are still in place. Further up the valley, the line is
partially buried under landslips from the spoil heaps of West Caradon mine, then reemerges as a clear line with many granite setts as it approaches Gonamena Incline.
Shortly before the start of the Incline, two lengths of rail are lying under a tree.
Eighteen feet in length, they are the only pieces of intact rail surviving along the route
of the line. Removing them for display elsewhere, or fixing them in situ should be
considered.
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Having traced the line from Moorswater, the Incline at Gonamena is much steeper
than any gradient encountered so-far. The granite setts of one of the twin lines are still
in place, but those from the other have been removed. The Incline is partially blocked,
where it has been filled in to carry a later track across it.
At the top of the Incline is a structure with two heavy wooden beams set on rough
pillars made of granite blocks, and beside it stands a granite stone with the letters
“LCR” engraved.
Beyond the Incline, the line runs clear with many setts in place, past Ponton’s Piece
and on towards Minions village.

Gonamena Incline

 South Caradon Line
The South Caradon branch line enters the Seaton Valley some way downslope of the
Cheesewring line. Once again, many of the granite setts are still in place, as are some
retaining walls and a long section of dilapidated railway fencing. The iron straining
posts are still in reasonable condition, and sections of plain wire hang from rotten
wooden intermediary posts. The trackbed is clear of vegetation. The exact end of this
line is difficult to determine, but is somewhere in the lower valley floor, in the heart
of this massive mining complex.
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 Tokenbury branch / Kilmar junction railway
Branching off this line is the Tokenbury branch line that extended the railway to the
eastern Caradon mines, the Marke Valley and eventually right around Caradon Hill to
Minions. The major impact of the Tokenbury branch, or Kilmar Junction Railway,
was to bypass the Gonamena Incline, which was a bottleneck in the system. Once the
branch was completed to Minions, the Incline was closed and all traffic used the new
route.
The embankment that carried this line at the southern end of the valley is some 30 feet
high and crosses a lane, which leads down to Crow’s Nest, by means of a tall bridge.
The line was not surveyed beyond this point, due to time constraints, but in this
section in the lower Seaton Valley, both the embankment and bridge are covered in
scrub and tree growth. Removal of this growth should be a management
consideration.

Seaton Valley looking towards Tokenbury Bridge
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Management Recommendations
 Buildings
Two original railway buildings associated with the Liskeard & Caradon Railway
survive in some form.
St Cleer Coal Store and goods depot
The most important building is the coal store that stood in a goods depot, next to the
cemetery in St Cleer. Although the building has been modified by the external
addition of garages, the main fabric of the building is intact. The roof and walls are in
good condition and the building is in current use. Some garages and a few huts have
been built on the depot, but the character of the yard is still open.
Obviously, any works would be entirely dependant on land-ownership, but the
potential of this site for interpretation of the railway, World Heritage Site and the
mining history of the area is high.
This building must be protected from any future development that would adversely
affect its character.
Old Treworgey Farm Gateman’s hut
The tumbled-down remains of the Gateman’s hut at Old Treworgey are the only
surviving example of huts that once stood by many of the level-crossings. There
would be little public benefit to repairing the two fallen walls and roof of this building
as the site is not suitable for public interpretation, but the landowner should be
encouraged not to demolish what is left.

 Trackbed
The railway trackbed is in excellent condition for large sections between Moorswater
and Seaton Valley, but unfortunately there are only public rights of access towards the
very end at Minions.
A previous plan to re-instate the line as a national cycle path, although an exciting
idea, was never realistic, as the line passes through too many private properties, has
been incorporated into gardens and has several buildings built upon it.
However, further investigations should be made into creating new access along the
line. The sections with the highest potential for new access are High Wood and
Darite. An investigation of landownership, particularly of the two branch lines
through Darite would be essential before considering improved access.

 Scrub and tree management
Scrub and tree management at the following sites would improve visibility of the line
for the general public
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St Cleer – alongside cemetery
Higher Tremarecoombe common – east of Whistlestop level crossing
Lower Seaton Valley – Tokenbury Line, including the bridge. This is the only section
surveyed where scrub/tree removal could facilitate improved public access to the line.

 Feature preservation
The two complete lengths of rail, lying under a tree, below Gonamena Incline could
be relaid on granite setts, using traditional fixings, to improve interpretation of the
line. A potential site would be adjacent to the structure and LCR sign at the top of
Gonamena Incline.

Recommendations for further survey
1. Tokenbury line – from the lower Seaton Valley bridge, right around
Caradon Hill, including what remains of the former Marke Valley Line
2. KilmarRailway – from Minions, heading north to Sharp Tor and
Bearah Tor
3. Moorswater – after completion of the current roadworks.
4. Expert survey of structures on the Gonamena Incline

Railway sign by house near Tremar Bridge
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Conclusions
The Liskeard and Caradon Railway, was the key development that enabled the
massive industrial expansion of mining and quarrying in the Minions and Caradon
Hill area, and the subsequent growth of Liskeard and the villages south and east of the
moor.
Its importance is recognised by its inclusion within the World Heritage Site.
Surprisingly, much of the trackbed still exists, despite pressures from building
development and agriculture. Unfortunately, there is no public access to the line south
of the Moors, and there is minimal scope from improving this situation.
Some minor management recommendations have been made, but by far the most
important consideration would be to improve interpretation of the line for local
communities and visitors alike.
The ideal location for interpretation development would be the goods depot and coal
store at St Cleer, where there is both land and a building for potential use. Such a
development would obviously be dependant on current land-ownership and local
community agreement.
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Maps
The following maps show areas of the line, which were surveyed, highlighted in red.
Blue dots mark key features, with descriptive notes
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